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Abstract
It is essential to predict the popularity of a particular
shop type when investors decide which type of shops to
open at a given location. Existing shop-type recommender
systems have approached this problem by building a region-
type matrix and analyzing the relationship between different
regions and shop types. However, these methods make
recommendations for each region, thus having difficulty
analyzing a specific shop, especially near the two regions’
borders.

To tackle this challenge, we propose a novel Graph Neu-
ral Network (GNN) model, called GraphShop, to represent
shops as nodes in a graph and analyze each shop without as-
signing it to a region. As it is difficult to find the influential
neighbors, we propose two aggregation methods, Distance-
Module and TypeModule, in GraphShop. DistanceModule
aggregates unordered nearby shops in every zone and fil-
ters them from the remote zones. TypeModule reorders the
nearby shops based on their types and considers the interac-
tion of different types. Furthermore, to address the lack of
open shop-type recommendation datasets, we build a qual-
itative and large-scale dataset collected from a review web-
site and location-based services. It contains most, if not all,
shops in a region and is large and diverse, by containing
53,182 shops with 122 types. Our dataset is available at
https://github.com/BoSamothrace/GraphShop. Through
the experimental results, we demonstrate that our method
outperforms the existing state-of-the-art methods for shop-
type recommendation by a factor of up to 37 %.

Keywords— shop-type recommendation, graph neural
network, smart city, recommender system

1 Introduction

Cities are growing, and the world’s urban population is pro-
jected to reach 58% in 2050 by adding 2.5 billion people [8].
Metropolises provide us sustainable and resilient environ-
ment as well as business opportunities. At the same time,
exabytes of data are created every day. A new way of mining
urban-data can bring us great business success. One of the
examples is the shop-type recommendation.

Similar to the conventional recommender systems seek-
ing to predict the ‘rating’ or ‘preference’ a user would give
to an item [12, 28, 32], shop-type recommendation aims to
predict the popularity of a shop type at a given space [29].
In real life, different locations might suit different shop
types [17], e.g., places near the subway stations are better
for the fast-food shops, and places near high-grade districts
are more suitable for well-equipped steakhouses. When a
vendor gets an available location and needs to choose one
shop type to start a new business, it is imperative to predict
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each type’s popularity, which will help estimate future profit
and reduce investment risks.

To achieve this goal, business analytic teams usually
provide suggestions based on their subjective judgments and
perception. With the development of new data mining meth-
ods (e.g., collaborative filtering and deep learning) and the
rapid growth of data on every aspect of everyday city life,
we now have more advanced ways to solve this problem.
Yu et al. [29] and Mao et al. [16] creatively applied collab-
orative filtering [21, 32] to the shop-type recommendation
problem. They divided a city into many regions and built
the region-type matrix reflecting how popular a type is for a
region. By analyzing the relationship between different re-
gions and shop types using collaborative filtering techniques
like matrix factorization [14], they studied this problem at
the quantitative level for the first time.

While building the region-type matrix shows benefits
for the shop-type recommendation, it faces two challenges:
how to deal with shops near the border of two regions and
how to distinguish the characteristics of different locations
in the same region. As shown in Fig. 1, an available place is
assigned to region A, but it is closer to the coffee shops in
region B, which might be more influential. Hence, we need
to not only consider the region where a shop belongs, but
also care about its distances from neighboring shops.

GNN has achieved excellent performance on many rec-
ommendation problems [5, 10, 25, 28]. By representing shops
as nodes in a graph and analyzing each shop without assign-
ing it to a region, GNN models can be applied to the shop-
type recommendations. Nonetheless, we found two issues of
naively applying GNN models. First, it is not straightfor-
ward to find the meaningful edges (or hyperedges) between
shops. Although we could artificially connect nearby shops,
these geographically defined edges are not necessarily rele-
vant to the shops’ interaction effect in terms of popularity.
For example, a famous but far restaurant might influence
the target shop a lot, but other shops located in the same
distance may not have much impact. Second, a location-
based graph is insufficient to analyze the interaction effect
between different types. For instance, a steakhouse gives
more influence to an English pub than a grocery shop.

We propose a novel GNN framework, called
GraphShop, for the shop-type recommendation. Re-
garding the challenge of mismatch between geographical
edges and popularity relationships, we propose Distance-
Module to filter out shops’ influence from ones located
far away so that only vital information remains. As
shops’ locations are unordered, DistanceModule learns an
order-robust function to aggregate the shops’ information
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Figure 1: A prediction case belongs to region A, but gets
more influence from region B. Different with previous
methods based on region-type matrix [16, 29], GNN-
based model does a specific analysis for each shop and
considers the distance between them. The yellow boxes
are the available places, blue lines are short-distance
edges and green dotted lines are long-distance edges.

in a zone before the filtering process. To tackle the
complex interactions between different types, we propose
TypeModule, which sorts and hierarchically aggregates
similar types’ information. In such a way, GraphShop can
model a city as a graph and analyze each shop separately
by aggregating its neighborhood information and balancing
the influence of features, distances, and types.

Another critical issue in the shop-type recommendation
is the lack of an open dataset, hindering active research
on this problem. In this paper, we build the first public
available shop-type recommendation dataset. Compared
with the unopened datasets collected by [16, 29], our new
dataset has three benefits: 1) Concentration: our dataset
contains most, if not all, shops in one district. 2) More
shops: a total of 53,182 shops’ information. 3) More shop
types: contains 122 types. We provide the details in Sec. 4.

To validate the effectiveness of GraphShop, we com-
pare with the state-of-the-art shop-type recommendation
methods, e.g., feature fusion matrix factorization (FFMF)
[16, 29]. We also compare ours with two multi-layer per-
ceptrons (MLP) based methods commonly used in other
recommendation problems: multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
and neural matrix factorization (NeuMF) in [12]. To show
the superiority of GraphShop over the existing GNN models
in other recommendation problems, we connect the nearby
shops and apply GraphSage [10], one of the most famous
GNN models to predict the popularity. Note that we are
the first to apply NeuMF and GNN models on the shop-

type recommendation problem. Experimental results show
that GraphShop outperforms FFMF, MLP-based method,
and GNN baseline by 40%, 37%, and 16%, respectively.

Overall, this paper’s main contributions are three-fold:

• We propose GraphShop, to the best of our knowledge,
the first GNN-based method for the shop-type recom-
mendation. It represents shops as nodes in a graph and
analyzes each shop without assigning it in a region.

• We propose DistanceModule and TypeModule in
GraphShop to filter and aggregate the influential neigh-
bors. They vastly expand the aggregation range
and learn the elaborate influence relations between
different node types. The experiment result shows
that GraphShop significantly outperforms the existing
methods.

• We build and open a large real-world dataset for the
shop-type recommendation, collected from the social
media and location-based services for broader use by
the research community.

2 Related Work

Shop-type Recommendation Designing recommender
systems has been an effective strategy to offer proper
matches for massive entities in our daily life. The most
common utilization is matching users and items based on
users’ preferences. Companies and scientists could not only
recommend movies and articles, but also restaurants [3, 7],
travel plans [30], medical treatment [23] and so on to users.

In addition to the relations between users and items,
recommender systems are powerful enough to exploit the
connections between locations and shops. Because of the
high commercial value, site selection for a new business facil-
ity has been popular for a long time [13, 31]. Fu [6] exploited
the geographic dependencies in real estate, Karamshuk et
al. [13] proposed a method to identify the optimal location
for a new retail store by considering the popularity and peo-
ple’s mobility of places. Yu et al. [31] investigated the ef-
fectiveness of user-generated content in the location-based
social network for selecting the shop’s location. These ap-
proaches focused on choosing the best location for a fixed
store type.

On the other hand, another critical scenario - an in-
vestor has an available shop space but does not know the
popularity of each shop type - has emerged recently. The
number of reviews could measure the popularity of an exist-
ing shop. He et al. [11] and Wu et al. [26] have showed the
high correlation between the number of reviews and popular-
ity. Some studies took the number of reviews as a popularity
indicator [4, 19]. The difficulty is how to find the relation be-
tween different places and different shop types. Yu et al. [29]
and Mao et al. [16] have done pioneering works on this prob-
lem. Yu et al. [29] used collaborative filtering to recommend
shop types for a given location. Mao et al. [16] introduced
more features (e.g., user’s ratings for each shop) to improve
the performance. These methods require the region-type
matrix, which divides a district into several regions to com-
pare the distribution of types of those regions (Sec. 5).
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Different from the approaches mentioned above,
GraphShop analyzes every available location separately by
representing it as a node in a graph. Instead of item rat-
ing (item ranking and rating prediction are the two most
common tasks in recommender systems [9]), we evaluate the
performance of popularity prediction, which is more cared
for by the shop investors. By using the topology structure
of the graph, our method outperforms the former approaches
significantly.

GNN Models Graph models have achieved excellent per-
formance on many data mining applications, and the critical
mechanism is aggregating the information of neighbor nodes
through the edges [32]. Most of the applications of GNN
have clear relationships between the vertexes (e.g., users
evaluate products, researchers cite the works of other re-
searchers). Other applications use heuristic edges (e.g., the
distances of sensors in the traffic prediction problem [27])
and auxiliary information (e.g., temporal changes of the
nodes [18, 27]) for GNN, to update the embedding vector
of each node [15]. However, the shop-type recommenda-
tion problem has neither transparent edges (we do not know
how each shop will reflect another shop exactly) nor tem-
poral data. Although there are more than 50,000 shops in
our dataset, no two shops share the same neighborhood in-
formation. Thus the difficulty comes to how to filter real
influential edges among all the geographically defined edges.
GraphShop tackles this challenge by using DistanceModule
to aggregate information from neighbors at different dis-
tances and using TypeModule to consider different types’
influence.

Other Related Applications Another two similar appli-
cations are semantic segmentation and graph similarity. We
know how pixels (and points) are located near each other in
images and points cloud, but do not know their relations.
Pixels in images arrange as Euclidean geometry, thus could
benefit from the CNN architectures. The CNN channels
with large receptive fields correspond to our update gate
technique, which aggregates the information from far area;
channels with small receptive fields correspond to our nearby
context and type context, which aggregate the nearby neigh-
bors’ information. Although point clouds are non-Euclidean,
the segmentation for point clouds (and images) relies on up-
sampling [20], which is different from GraphShop that ana-
lyzes each specific target shop and target type. We could also
regard shop-type recommendation as a sub-graph similarity
problem. However, the traditional graph similarity [2] only
focuses on the node features and graph structure, where the
sub-graph in the shop-type recommendation is radial gradi-
ent and focuses more on how the sub-graph effects the target
type.

3 The Proposed Method

3.1 Definitions and Notations Let V =
{v1, v2, . . . , vn} be the set of vertices, where each ver-
tex denotes a shop. Each shop vi is associated with its

Symbols Definitions and Descriptions

V , vi the set of vertices, and a i-th vertex in V

E, ei,j
the set of edges, and an edge between

vertices vi and vj .

D, di,j
distance matrix, and the distance between

vertices vi and vj
N (i, r1, r2) the set of vi’s neighbor shops

T , tk the set of all possible types, and a type in T

tvj the type of vertex vj
qtk

the embedding of type tk
hF
i the contextual hidden state of far area

hN
i the contextual hidden state of near area

hT
i the contextual hidden state of similar types

p̂i,k, pi,k
the predicted and true popularity

of type k on vertex vi.

Table 1: Notations table

location lvi , shop type tvi , and some shop features fvi ,
such as rating and price. All the shops together constitute
a complete graph G = (V,E), where every geographically
defined edge ei,j ∈ E is associated with a distance value
di,j ∈ D. Here, D ∈ Rn×n is the distance matrix and di,j
denotes the distance between shops vi and vj .

Let N (i, r1, rn) = {vj |r1 < di,j ≤ rn} be the set of vi’s
neighbor shops whose distance to the shop vi is larger than r1
and small than or equal to rn. T= {fast food shop, coffee
shop, · · · , korean food shop} is the set of all the possible
types. We use an embedding vector qtk

∈ Rd to denote a
shop’s type tk ∈ T . Given a shop’s location and type, we
want to predict its popularity by analyzing the types, prices
and popularities of its neighbor shops. The mathematical
notations used in this paper are summarized in Table 1.

3.2 DistanceModule The first challenge is that we do
not know which neighbor shop influences the target shop.
As mentioned in Section 1, the geographically defined edges
are not necessarily relevant to the shops’ interaction effect
in terms of popularity. Some shops could influence the shops
far from them, and some only influence the shops just close
to them. As we do not know each shop’s effective radius,
we propose the DistanceModule to aggregate neighbors’
information from a very far distance and analyze their
relations; e.g., if one shop has no impact on shops 0.5km
far away, it has a low probability of influencing the shops
locating 1km away. Indeed, this process deals with the
connections between nodes sequentially, as the Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) does. We, therefore, design an RNN-
based filtering block for learning the patterns.

Also, as the number of one-to-one pair permutations is
factorial to the number of neighbors, considering each shop
is complex and time-consuming. Instead of studying shop-
to-shop relations, we study the inter-zone relations and keep
the characteristics state of the far zone if it influences shops’
characteristics in the near zone. (Note that the concept of
zone in GraphShop and region in previous works [16, 29] are
different. Zones are defined based on the distance with each
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Figure 2: The overview of GraphShop. The final prediction MLP predicts the popularity p̂i,k based on the type

embedding qtk
, the hF

i and hN
i learned by DistanceModule and the hT

i learned by TypeModule. The blue arrows
represent the process of inputting the nearby shops’ information.

target shop, but regions in [16, 29] are defined by dividing
a map.) However, how to deal with intra-zone relations
becomes a new challenge, considering the shops in a zone
are unordered.

Inspired by the work of Qi et al. [20] and the pool-
ing aggregator of GraphSage [10], we design the aggregating
block, which uses the MLP function and symmetric function
to approximate a continuous set function. [20] has given the
mathematical proof that this simple neural network archi-
tecture is robust to the perturbation of items in the set.
That is, the perturbation in the set will not greatly change
the approximated function values. Moreover, an aggregating
block represents different distances using embedding vectors
to learn how distance cooperates with other shop informa-
tion, such as price and rating, to affect the target shop’s
popularity.

Particularly, we divide the set of neighbor shops
N (i, r1, rn) into N (i, r1, r2),N (i, r2, r3),...,N (i, rn−1, rn),
where r1 < r2 < ... < rn, and aggregating block calculates
their characteristic vectors as follows:

cvj = p[qtvj
⊕ fvj ⊕ dvi,vj ],

on−1 =
∑

vj∈N(i,rn−1,rn)

αn−1cvj ,

... ,

o1 =
∑

vj∈N(i,r1,r2)

α1cvj ,

(3.1)

where fvj is the vector of shop features (e.g., ratings, prices),
dvi,vj is the embedding vector of distance, p denotes the
MLP function in aggregating block, and αn−1, αn−2, ...,
α1 are set to 1

|N(i,rn−1,rn)| ,
1

|N(i,rn−2,rn−1)| , ...,
1

|N(i,r1,r2)|
,

respectively. cvj is the characteristic vector of shop vj , ok

is the characteristic vector of N (i, rk, rk+1).
Then, the output of filtering block is given by:

(3.2) ôk, sk = f (ok+1, sk+1|θ) ,

where f denotes the RNN loop, ôk and sk are the predicted
characteristic vector and RNN hidden state at step k. We
use s2 as the contextual hidden state of the far region hF

i

and o1 as the contextual hidden state of the near region hN
i .

3.3 TypeModule In addition to distance, the interac-
tion relation among shop types is another critical factor.
When predicting the popularity of the target shop, the in-
formation of similar shop types is more valuable than unre-
lated types. For example, a sandwich shop’s information is
more helpful than a nuts shop for predicting the popularity
of a hamburger shop. To better cope with the interaction
relations among shop types, we present TypeModule to give
different weights to different types. Given a target type, the
neighbors shared similar types should get larger weights. In
Figure 2, we use shorter edges to delegate larger weights and
call this reordered graph as type-based ordered graph.

There are, however, two challenges when aggregating
the information in the type-based ordered graph: a large
number of types (total 122 types) and the sparse random
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sampling of each type (target shop can have many nearby
shops, but few for every type). Thus the simple attention
technique is time-consuming, and difficult to infer the real
influence of each type. To overcome these challenges, we
propose to increase the sampling amount by combining the
very close types first. That is, do clustering on the shop
types and give each type group the same weight. Inspired
by using 1-D kernel on sequence data [1, 22], to implement a
real-time hierarchical clustering, we apply the CNN layers to
aggregate properties of shop types in the type-based ordered
graph.

Specifically, we first divide the neighbor shops in the set
N (i, r1, rn) based on their types. For each type, we get its
characteristic vector as follows:

cvj = [qtvj
⊕ fvj ⊕ dvi,vj ],

ctk =
∑

vj∈{vj |tvj=tk,vj∈N(i,r1,rn)}

cvj ,
(3.3)

where cvj is the characteristic vector of shop vj and ctk is
the characteristic vector of a specific type tk ∈ T .

GraphShop uses embedding vectors to represent types,
and the similar types will share close embedding vectors in
the latent space through training. In this step, GraphShop
sets the target shop type as the base shop type, then sort
and concatenate the other shop types’ characteristic vectors
in an ascending order based on the Euclidean distances
between their embedding vectors and the target shop type’s
embedding vector. We finally get the type-based matrix Mi

for the shop vi; each row of Mi corresponds to characteristics
vector of each shop type.

Thanks to its construction method, a local region across
different rows in this type-based matrix are related to each
other. We transfer the type-based matrix Mi into a tensor
M 0

i ∈ Ra0×b0×1 (ao and bo are the number of types and the
the number of features respectively.) and then feed it to a
number of CNN layers.

Assuming that M l−1
i denotes the feature maps in the

(l − 1)-th layer, the output of the l-th layer is given by:

(3.4) M l
i = f

(
Wl ∗M l−1

i + bl
)
,

where ∗ denotes the convolutional operation, f (·) is the
activation function, Wl ∈ Rkl×kl×dl−1×dl denotes dl (the
number of feature maps in l-th layer) convolutional kernels of
size kl×kl×dl−1, bl ∈ Rdl is a bias term, and M l

i ∈ Ral×bl×dl

denotes the output feature maps at l-th layer.
We flatten the final feature map M l

i as the contextual
hidden state of similar types hT

i and use it to predict the
popularity of target shop with contextual hidden states of
the far and near areas as following:

hG
i = p

(
[hF

i ⊕ hN
i ⊕ hT

i ]
)
,

p̂i,k = q
(
[hG

i ⊕ qtk
]
)
,

(3.5)

where p̂i,k is the predicted popularity for shop vi and
type tk, hG

i is the global contextual hidden state of shop vi,
and p and q denote the MLP functions.

4 Open A Large-scale Dataset

Yu et al.and Mao et al. [16, 29] collected datasets from review
websites and map applications, but they are not publicly
available, thus making it impossible to train and evaluate
GraphShop. To overcome this critical issue, we collect and
build a new dataset containing abundant information about
the shop types and their locations. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to build and release a dataset
publicly available for broader use by the research community
for the shop-type recommendation.

Our dataset follows the protocols in Yu et al. [29] and
Mao et al. [16]. The preparation of the dataset follows
several steps. Firstly, we crawled shop-related data in
Beijing city from ‘Dianping.com’, which is one of the largest
review websites in China and provides credible information
about shops. Secondly, we obtained the latitude-longitude
address using the Baidu Map’s place API and make the
distance matrix D, as explained in Sec. 3.1. Our dataset
includes name, type, grade, the number of comments, price,
service score, environment score, flavor score, acceptance
of group order, region, and address of each shop. We
totally collected four sub-datasets from 5 different districts
in Beijing (notice that A/B-urban includes two districts,
Docheng and Xicheng districts). The detailed information
of the datasets is summarized in Table 2, two cases are
demonstrated in Table 3, and the geographic positions of
the selected districts are shown in Figure 3.

Compared with existing shop datasets, our dataset has
the following benefits: 1) Concentration. All the 53182
shops in our dataset are located in five districts in Beijing
(Beijing has 16 districts in total). Compared with Yelp
dataset, which doesn’t guarantee the proportion of total
shops in a metropolitan, our dataset contains most, if not
all, shops in one district. Hence, this dataset better reflects
the neighborhood information of every shop and is more
proper to be used for shop-type recommendation. 2) A
more massive amount of data. Our dataset incorporates the
information about 53182 shops in total, while Yu et al. [29]’s
dataset containing 17435 shops and Mao et al. [16] collected
the dataset of 29763 shops. 3) More variety of shop types.
Our dataset includes 122 shop types, while Yu et al. [29] and
Mao et al. [16] tested the recommender system’s performance
less than ten shop types. We check the performance of each
method using our dataset containing four sub-datasets. In
the experiments, 60% of the dataset is used as the train set,
20% as the validation set, and the remained 20% as the test
set.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental Setup
Implementation Details We use Python 3.6 and Pytorch
1.4.0 to implement all the methods. In GraphShop, the type
embedding size is set to 16, and MLP layers in Eq. 3.5
are set as [48,64,64,16] and [32,16,8,1] respectively. We
use two convolutional layers with kernel size 3 and stride
1 in eq. 3.4 and use 3 LSTM layers with hidden size 16
in eq. 3.2. We optimize the model with mini-batch Adam,
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Dataset
Shop

numbers
District Area

Urban 9808
Dongcheng and
Xicheng district

95.56km2

Haidian 11923 Haidian district 431km2

Chaoyang 23410 Chaoyang district 475km2

Fengtai 8041 Fengtai district 306km2

Table 2: Dataset summary.

ID ***7 ***5

Type
Guangdong

tea restaurant
Roast fish

Comments number 15 175
Average price 82 114
General rating 3+ 4+
Service rating 7.1 8.7

Environment rating 7.7 8.7
Flavor rating 7.6 8.5

Region
Chaoyang
Sanlitun

Chaoyang
Guomao

Coordinate *** ***

Table 3: Two cases in our dataset

and tested the batch size and learning rate of [10,20,32]
and [0.001,0.003,0.01,0.03]. The embedding size of type
and location in all the compared algorithms is also 16.
The hidden layers in the MLP of the compared algorithms
(including method MLP, FFMLP as well as neural CF
layers in NeuMF and FFNeuMF) are set as 3. We first
train GraphShop with DistanceModule and TypeModule
separately, and then use these pre-trained weights [12] to
implement our final model.

Evaluation Metric Item ranking and rating prediction are
the two most common tasks in recommender systems [9].
In this paper, we focus on the task of rating prediction
and use the logarithmic number of comments as the ground
truth value, since we care the scale instead of the absolute
value of the comments number. For example, the popularity
difference between 1 comments and 101 comments is much
more than the difference between 800 comments and 900
comments. This scaled outputs also prevent the exploding
gradients in the training process. We use Mean Square Error
(MSE) to measure the closeness of the predicted popularities
to their ground truth values. MSE is the most common
metric for rating prediction tasks in recommender systems
[24]. Notice that small improvement in the MSE term can
reflect a significant enhancement of the accuracy of predicted
comment numbers.

5.2 Compared Algorithms We compare our
GraphShop with the state-of-the-art shop-type recommen-

Figure 3: 16 districts in Beijing. 1 Dongcheng district;
2 Xicheng district; 3 Chaoyang district; 4 Haidian
district; 5 Fengtai district; 6 Shijingshan district. Ref:
ebeijing.gov.cn

dation methods, FFMF. To show an extensive evaluation
result, we also compare GraphShop with the deep-learning-
based methods and GNN models commonly used in other
recommender systems.
Matrix Factorization (MF) Matrix factorization is the
most popular method for recommendation, and it has
been proven useful for the shop-type recommendation prob-
lem [29].
Feature Fusion Matrix Factorization (FFMF): Yu et
al. [29] and Mao et al. [16] have proved that integrating
extent features (location features and commercial features)
into the basic collaborative filtering is useful for improving
the performance [29]. We follow their process and fuse the
extent features into the MF method. Particularly, the extent
features are set as shop diversity, competitiveness, average
number, price, rating, and the number of reviews of all the
neighbor shops during the experiment in this paper.
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP): This method concate-
nates the embeddings of region and type, and uses an MLP
function to predict the final result [12].
Feature Fusion Multi-Layer Perceptron (FFMLP):
FFMLP integrates location features and commercial features
into the basic MLP method. The details of feature informa-
tion are the same as FFMF.
Neural Matrix factorization (NeuMF): This is a fac-
torization model with a neural network architecture [12]. It
combines GMF (generalized matrix factorization) with MLP,
and has achieved excellent performances in many recommen-
dation problems.
Feature Fusion Neural Matrix factorization
(FFNeuMF): it integrates location features and commer-
cial features into the basic NeuMF method. The details of
feature information are the same as FFMF.
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GNN baseline-mean and GNN baseline-pooling [10]:
To show the effectiveness of our proposed model, we artifi-
cially connect the target shop with its nearby shops within
300m, the best radius according to [16]), and use the famous
GraphSage [10] as the base GNN method, which has shown
the state-of-the-art performance in many other applications.
[10] has presented three aggregators to ensure that Graph-
Sage can be trained and applied to arbitrarily ordered node
neighborhood feature sets: mean aggregator, LSTM aggre-
gator, and pooling aggregator. As LSTM aggregator shows
similar accuracy with pooling aggregator but is significantly
slower in [10], we only test mean aggregator and pooling ag-
gregator, denoted as GNN baseline-mean and GNN baseline-
pooling, respectively. To keep fairness, we keep other parts
of the base GNN same as GraphShop, such as the total num-
ber of neighbors, the embedding size, and MLP functions in
the prediction process. The only differences between the
base GNN models and GraphShop are the DistanceModule
and TypeModule, as shown in Section 3.

5.3 Performance Result As the shop-type recom-
mendation does not have real-time requirement (no require-
ment about speed and complexity), we consider the accuracy
as the only performance factor. We summarized the overall
popularity prediction error w.r.t. MSE among all the meth-
ods on eight datasets in Table 4. We also show some case
studies in the Appendix.

GraphShop achieves the best performance across all the
datasets, significantly outperforming the existing methods.
On average, GraphShop outperforms the previous state-of-
the-art method FFMF by 40% and the GNN baseline by
16%, respectively.

GNN-based methods significantly outperforms the non
deep-learning-based methods and MLP-based methods.
This shows that our proposed approach of presenting each
shop as a node in the graph is effective. Although the
prediction part and all the settings in GNN baselines and
GraphShop are the same, GraphShop significantly outper-
forms GNN baselines that we prepared. There is no signifi-
cant difference between the two GNN baselines. This result
shows that our proposed techniques of aggregating from the
very far area and considering the relations among different
types in GraphShop are useful. We show the detailed effect
of these two techniques in the ablation study part.

Among the methods (MF, MLP, and NeuMF) without
extent features (Sec 5.2), MLP achieves the best perfor-
mance, followed by NeuMF and MF. MLP reduces the error
of MF by 62% and outperforms NeuMF by 20% on average.
Among the methods (FFMF, FFMLP, FFNeuMF) with ex-
tent features, FFMF [16, 29] has the best performance. On
average, FFMF outperforms FFMLP and FFNeuMF by 13%
and 5.7%, respectively.

Although extent features (Sec 5.2) increase the perfor-
mance of MF significantly (FFMF outperforms MF by 60
%), they do not show many positive effects on MLP and
NeuMF. One can design more effective network modules to
extract more salient features to improve the performance of
DL-based approaches, such as MLP and NeuMF; however,

we leave this line of research direction as one of our future
work.

5.4 Ablation Study We conduct ablation studies to
examine the effectiveness of our proposed aggregation tech-
niques, as shown in Table 5.

DistanceModule itself achieves good performance, out-
performing the state-of-the-art method FFMF by 32% and
the GNN baseline-mean by 4.5%, as shown in Table 4 and
Table 5. This shows that our aggregating block and filter-
ing block are useful for aggregating the vital information of
neighbors.

The overall performance rises by combining Distance-
Module and TypeModule, mainly reflected on the result of
Chaoyang; MSE decreases by 33% over single DistanceMod-
ule. After DistanceModule aggregates and filters the nearby
shops’ information, TypeModule gives different weights to
different types, thus improving performance. TypeModule
shows different performances on the four datasets. We think
the main reason is related to the different type distributions.
If a target shop has little similar types near it, theoretically,
TypeModule will not show much performance. We leave the
analysis of the four datasets’ type distributions and improv-
ing the TypeModule as our future work.

6 Case study

6.1 Case 1: A Malatang shop in research centre
Target type: Malatang is a popular spicy Chinese street
food. Customers pick their desired ingredients, and the
chef will cook them in a spicy broth. The price is usually
calculated based on the weight of the self-picked ingredients.
Available shop space: The available shop space locates
in the important education and research center in Beijing.
As shown in Figure 4, this shop location is close to China’s
two most prestigious universities, Tsinghua University, and
Peking University. It is also near the technology hub, Zhong-
guancun, which is often referred to as ”China’s Silicon Val-
ley.” It is reasonable to deduce that the target customers are
university students and employees in technology companies.
They usually have high requirements for the convenience and
flavor of food, and students also demand a fair price.
Nearby shops: We summarized the existing shops near
the target shop place in Table 6. This is a busy trading
area. Seven fast-food shops, three afternoon tea shops,
and eight other types of shops exist in the region of radius
r = 300 meters around the target shop. Fast food refers to a
shop with a strong priority placed on ”speed of service.”
Unlike Western fast food, usually, hamburgers or french
fries, fast food in China is set in a meal of noodles or
rice. The popularity of most fast food shops in this area
ranges from 1.61 to 2.83 (5 to 17 comments). Afternoon tea
shops generally provide light refreshments and a pleasant
environment for talking and relaxing, and their popularity
ranges from 4.99 to 5.44 (147 to 231 comments). We also
notice that the popularity of the shops within 50m with the
target location is lower than that of farther shops, which
could be useful information for GraphShop to predict the
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Dataset MF FFMF MLP FFMLP NeuMF FFNeuMF
GNN

baseline
-mean

GNN
baseline
-pooling

GraphShop

Category
Non

deep-learning-based
MLP based GNN based

Origin
target

Shop-type
recommendation

Other recommender systems
Shop-type

recommendation

Urban 11.94 7.30 7.21 8.32 7.90 7.65 4.75 4.75 4.35

Haidian 8.22 6.16 6.10 6.68 6.17 6.13 3.87 3.94 3.63

Chaoyang 25.62 7.55 7.08 9.75 9.39 8.74 6.00 6.02 4.49

Fengtai 22.38 5.98 5.27 6.39 8.52 6.09 4.60 4.70 3.62

Total 68.16 26.99 25.66 31.14 31.98 28.61 19.22 19.41 16.09

Table 4: Performance (MSE) of different methods on the tested datasets. Graph models show the best performance
across all the datasets. Red numbers numbers denote the best results. Notice that small improvement in the
MSE term can reflect a significant enhancement of the accuracy of predicted comment numbers as we are using
the logarithmic number of comments as the ground truth value.

CNN baseline-mean DistanceModule TypeModule Urban Haidian Chaoyang Fengtai

4.75 3.87 6.00 4.60

4.39 3.65 6.68 3.63

4.35 3.63 4.49 3.62

Table 5: The result of ablation study about the effectiveness of different components of GraphShop.

Figure 4: The available space for a Malatang shop. The
tableware icon refers to the Malangtang shop, and the
house icons refer to Tsinghua University, Peking Uni-
versity and Zhongguancun respectively. Our method
predicts that the Malatang shop can have 3.59 (36 com-
ments); its ground truth is 3.22 (25 comments). See its
nearby shops in Table 6.

final popularity.
Result: GraphShop’s prediction result for the Malatang
shop is 3.59 (36 comments), while the ground truth is 3.22
(25 comments). Even though all the shops within 50m share
comments lower than 17, our GraphShop correctly predicts
a Malatang shop might get more attention from customers
but not as popular as some farther shops, whose popularity
scores are often more than 5 (148 comments).

7 Conclusion and Limitations

This paper aims to tackle two critical issues in the shop-
type recommendation: the lack of a publicly available

Type
Distance
to object
location

Popularity Rating
Average

price

Fast food 50m 2.77 7 22
Fried dumpling 50m 2.48 7 nan

Fast food 50m 2.83 7 nan
Fast food 50m 1.61 7 21
Fast food 50m 1.95 7 nan
Fast food 100m 2.56 7 nan

Afternoon tea 100m 4.99 9 54
Afternoon tea 150m 5.36 8 31
Suzhou cuision 150m 5.74 9 235

Snack 200m 5.24 8 40
BBQ 200m 3.14 7 nan

Korean food 200m 5.92 8 35
Fast food 200m 4.19 7 20

Afternoon tea 200m 5.44 8 34
Fast food 250m 6.85 8 51
Dumpling 250m 5.66 8 36

Yunnan cuision 300m 7.37 9 77
Guilin noodles 300m 3.00 7 25

Table 6: The nearby shops of the available Malatang
shop.

dataset and a generalized Graph-based approach. We
first described the proposed method, called GraphShop,
to predict a shop type’s popularity at a given location.
We proposed DistanceModule and TypeModule to filter
and aggregate the influential neighbors. We also open a
large dataset collected from a review website and location-
based services containing 53182 shops. Experimental results
showed that GraphShop outperformed the existing methods
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with a large margin.
We hope GraphShop and our open dataset could en-

courage the future study of this critical problem and help
investors get insights and make our city a more habitable
and convenient place. More useful data will be collected
and analyzed soon, such as each shop’s profit, the nearby
institutes, and people’s flow.
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